Cutting Worm Gears
with Standard Gear Hobs
Wililiam L. Janninc~k

hobs carried in stock and try to use

We m.akea lot IOf single-start
worm and worm gear sets, and it
always seems as thQugh we're buying a.nQther special bob. We also
doa lot of spur gear cutting, and
the spur gear hobs and the worm
gear hobs look alike, SQ we wonder
wby we cannot use the standard
hobs for cutting worm gears tDO.
Can we do this?
Bill Janninck replies: Yes, you

right-

can.

in a

Since it is imperative that the hand of

moment, but we would suggest you

the worm and the hand of the hob be

We will

explain

how

them as well as your own supply of
worm gear hobs whenever
There
between

are

some

possible.

di fferences

worm gear hobs and spur

gear hobs which must be taken into
consideration

when using a spur gear

hob to cut a worm gear.

Single -start worms,

as well as

those with multiple starts, can be of
or left-hand

configuration.

the same, the chances

first look into the catalog worm gear

of finding a

stock: hob are better for right-handed

Since the hand of

applications

because there are many

more right-handed

the worm and the

standard

stock

hobs available than left-handed ones.
Worm gear designers traditionally

hand of the hob must

have used standardized axialpitch
dimensions

be the same, you

for both the worm and

gear, usually using fractional inches.

Address your giearing questionsto our panel 0,1'experts.
Wr,ite to them eare 01 Shop
Floor. IG~earTechno,logy, P. O.
Box 142,6, Elk IOrov,eVmage,
IL 60009, or calli GUlr ,editorial
staff at (708),437-6604.

The worm may have. for example,

have a better

112" or .5000 axial pitch, and the

chance of finding a

mating

gear, for the typical

right

angle or 900 axis angle, will have a

stock hob for a right-

5000 transverse circular pitch .. This
does make it easier to establish gear

handed application,
because more righthanded stock hobs
are available.

and worm specifications,
,

:

including

center distance, but there is no rea-

: : son that the design cannot start with
specifications

plane

located in the normal

and based

diarnetral

on the normal

pitch or normal

circular

pitch. A lODP gear hob, for example,
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2.418 + 2 x ,100

When a stock hob

standard

= 2.618.

addendum

(JOO is the

for .2157WD).

The sine of the worm lead angle is

is used as the basis

x rt), so the worm lead

NCPt(2.418
angle

for your design,

e

20, 22'. The worm lead and

axial pitch are NCP/(cosine

you must develop

= .3144.

lead angle)

worm

The worm nor-

mal pressure angle is the same

worm specs based

as the

hob and is 20°. The worm thread
thickness at the pitch lineis

on the hob

of the normal circular

dimensions and com..

ome allowance
whole

plete the rest of the

depth

one half

pitch, minus

for backlash.
of the

worm

The

is as

marked on the hob and is .2157. This

design based

provides enough data so that a worm

on the worm.

above gear hob.

can be made that is suitable

to the

As with a regular worm gear hob,
has a normal circular pitch of .31.416,

this hob can be

and the design

have to be

ber of teeth on the gear from 16 up,

around this normal plane

without causing natural undercut. In

developed

Whe:n quality a:nd
tlime alre critical.
, Ground gears with the quality you
demand for dose-tolerance applications
!
plus the turnaround you expect
from conventional manufacturing.
Unheard of?
I

datava

different

approach

from the

our sample

to cut any eurn-

case, if we need a 40-

tooth worm gear, its pitch diameter is

usual. procedure.
In a traditional

design, the WOrm

(40 x .3144)ht

= 4.003. The throat

and gear set are fully specified with

diameter would be 4.003 + 2 x .100

gear ratio, lead angle and worm and

= 4.203. The center distance would

gear dimensions.

be the sum of worm and gear pitch

Then a hob is pro-

cured to suit the worm specifications.

Then you've never heard of Niagara,Gear.
We use the latest grinding: wheel
technologies and all electronic
Reishauer gea r grinders to red uce
cycle times without sacrificing quality.

When an in-hand stock gear hob is

in this case, 3.210.
If tbe center distance for the set

radii -

usee! as the basis, you must develop

must match some existing

Worm specifications based on the hob

dimension,

Our ground spur and helical gea.rs:

dimensions and then complete the rest

spread or close the dimension

• Result in ress scrap and inspection
time to reduce costs and production
delays

of the design based on that wonn ..

• Meet your most demanding, requirements for higher loads, faster speeds
and quieter operation

best explanajion.

• 'Never sacrifice quality and are
manufactured to AGMA Class 15
with crowning
--Mor'e than 80% of our customers are
Fortune sao companies. Let us quote
on your next ground 'gear requirement
and you'll see why.

FAX: (716)874-9003
941 Military Road • Buffa'lo, N:¥14217'
TEL: (716) 874-31311
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case might

offer

A standard

or preset

it may be possible

2-3/4"

undersize to suit, There is

formula

the center distance
approximately

.2157 WD
The normal circular pitch NCP

=

rrJNDP = .31416. The actual outside

or

imple

how much to

to calculate

allow, but on our 40-tooth

WNDP 20NPA l-RH LA 2° f6'

110

to
and

then cut the worm gear oversize
the

diameter gear hob would be marked:

example

could be varied

± .157 x NCP; that is,

from 3.161 to 3.259.
There is some further flexibility

is

in the amount the center distance can

2.730. The hob pitch diameter would

be altered, and for our 40-tooth gear,

diameter

of the hob measured

be 2.730 - 2 x .U57
is the standard

=

2.499. (.1157

hob addendum

for

if the centers

are closed by .314 x

NCP, the worm gear pitch diameter

.2157 whole depth.)
The suggested hob diameter over-

will coincide

size between

calls an all-recess-action

the worm

and hob,

with the gear throat

diameter, resulting in what the trade
worm gear

which will give about 30% gear face

set. Unless you are familiar with this

+

design of worm gearing, going to this

contact,

46

would

I1Sed

is 0.10' x .31416 (NCP)

,050 and is .081. Worm pitch diameter is then set at 2.499 - .081
and the worm outside

= 2.4.18,

diameter

is

extreme is not recommended.
Another

detail to be resolved

is

that most all worm gear hobs are

made in a topping configuration
the throat

radius

is swept

so

out or

machined

during the tooth bobbing

operation.

Most spur gear hobs are

non-topping,

meaning

not cut or touch
diameter.

that they do

the gear outside

In preparing

then.

the throat

sweep

radius

a gear blank:

diameter
will

and the

have

to be

machined as a turning operation.
We have had success
procedure

using this

in a number of situations.

One case was with the replacement
of

a gear set on an emergency basis

for an important
duction

section

machine.

®

"THE FIRST NAME" IN GEAR
MACHINE & TESTING ARBORS
• PROVEN QUALITY
• SHORT DEUVERY
• SERVICE IN THE

TlME

U. S.

• DESIGN FOR ACCURACY
AND PERFORMANCE

• COMPETITIVE PRICE

The steel worm
but the bronze gear

was completely

worn away, result-

tooth breakage.

original equipment

I

The worm

gear had a long lead time for an
machine

-d

of a pro-

was salvageable,
lngin

-._Jt

.KODJWOrII

replacement.

the

was foreign-built

and the

gear set was dimensioned

in met-

---
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KONIG
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Maschinenbau GmbH
Am Stammholz
D-978i1 Wertheim
Germany
Phone: 01149/93421876-14
IFax: 01149/93421876-25

Bourln & Koch 'CBN F'orlmGrinder

Most spur gear hobs
do not cut the gear
outside diameter;
therefore, when
preparing a worm
gear using such a
hob, the throat diameter and the sweep
radius will have to
be machined as a
turning operation.
des. A common

replacement

et,

including both worm and gear, were
made using an available
hob, meeting the required
center distance .•

stock gear
ratio and
CIRCLE .A·18 on READER REP!..Y CARD
JANUARY/FEBRUARY'199"
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